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Overview

HEAD SQuare is an extremely flexible 
mo du lar software for conducting 
listening tests quickly and easily. All 
test designs can be created intuitively, 
and SQuare leaves a lot of room for 
custom test design. Besides individual 
tests and group tests, SQuare offers 
an “In ter   active Mode” for presenting 
and discussing sounds in a group. 

In order to meet the users’ individual 
re quire ments and to ensure a 
maximum of realism in the listening 
tests, SQuare can be combined 
with hard ware  com po nents from 
HEAD  acous tics in flexible ways. This 
ensures that reliable and reproducible 
judgings can be achieved because, 
for example, for each playback 
of binaural recordings the range 
and equalization type are adjusted 
automatically and correctly.

If vehicle interior noise is to be eval
uated in a realistic environment rather 
than in a listening studio, SQuare can 
also be used in the Sound Car or in 
the SoundSeat from HEAD acoustics.

 y Easy and convenient realisation of 
the desired test design

 y Hardware components for aurally 
accurate playback in listening stu
dios, in the SoundCar or in the 
SoundSeat from HEAD acous tics 
(hardware and software from one 
source)
  Quick and uncomplicated setup 

of all components in a listening 
studio

  Binaural headphone equalizer 
labP2 for playback via high
quality headphones

  Automatic adjustment of the cor
rect range and equalization type 
during playback

  Judgment input via tablet PCs, 
touch screens, or mouse

  2channel playback equalizer 
labO2 for playback in the low
frequency range with subwoofers, 
loudspeakers, etc. 

  Fourchannel playback, e.g. for 
reproducing sounds and vibra
tions in the SoundCar or in the 
SoundSeat (2 x airborne sound 
and 2 x structureborne sound)

Features

 y Central control and userfriendly 
con figuration of test procedures 
(Playlist) on a Master PC
  ArtemiS sounds can be easily in

cluded in one or several Playlists 
  A wide range of editing possibili

ties 
  RPM or timesyn chro nous 

switch ing between several sounds 
possible (Switch Mode)

  Networkcompatible SQL data
base

  Language selection with standard 
texts (englisch/german) or 
custom captions for instructions 
and buttons

  Expandable statistics  correlation 
of test results with psychoacoustic 
analysis etc. 

 y Subjective judgment in group tests, 
individual tests and interactive tests 
(required: Sound Quality Studio 
Tool Packs [STP] 1  3)

 y Test types: Category Judgment, 
Paired Comparison, Semantic Dif
ferential (incl. Semantic Differential 
according to ITUT P.835), Ranking

Scope of supply

 y Sound Quality Studio (Code 2420) 
Basic software version   
Creation, control and supervision 
of the tests (for Master PC)

 y Microsoft SQL Server 2012

 y Microsoft Access Database Engine 
2016 
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Interactive test mode – from the test leader’s point of view (Master PC). The test leader at the Master 
PC receives via an online display the judgments from the subjects during the test procedure.
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SQuare - software
Test preparation
Assisted by a software wizard, the test 
supervisor creates a Playlist on the 
Master PC, which defines and controls 
the entire testing sequence. The judg
ment criteria can be freely edited, 
so Semantic Differentials, Category 
Judgments etc. can be easily custom
ized. For exten sions, such as illustra
tions or ani ma tions, a wide range of 
possibilities is available. An Import 
Wizard facilitates the creation of Play
lists for common test setups.

Master PC
The Master PC is the control center 
for all tests. Via the Playlist it controls 
the test sequence and receives the 
judg ments from the subjects online. 
The test leader can intervene at any 
time and makes modifications to the 
various testing modes. All files and 
results can be saved in an SQL data
base. Addi tio n ally, the results of the 
listening tests can be evaluated with 
Excel and imported from the Excel 
data again.

Test signals
If there is the need to modify the test 
signals to be judged, SQuare allows, 
for example, the duration, the volume, 
the amplitude and – for artificial head 
recordings – the equalization for the 
playback to be specified.

Statistic evaluation
Among the statistic evaluation options 
is the possibility to evaluate test results 
about the sound examples or the test 
participants. In Excel, macros can be 
programmed for the calculations and 
the presentation of the results, thus 
the statistic evaluation can be  cus tom
ized to meet the users’ needs.

Correlation of test results with 
 ArtemiS analysis results
For a comparison between analysis 
results (such as sharpness, roughness 
or loudness) and the subjective 
judg ments from the subjects, the 
test results can be compared with 
the results of userdefined ArtemiS 

Example for a Playlist created by the Master PC.

Examples: Statistical evaluation in Excel.
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Test types: (Preference Test, Category Test, Ranking Test) for individual listening tests.

Semantic Differential according to ITUT P.835 for individual listening tests.

Semantic Differential for individual listening tests.

 projects.

SQuare - Tool Packs   
(not included)

Group test mode 

In this setup the test participants make 
their judgments simultaneously. The 
test sequence is predefined and can 
only be changed by the test leader, 
but not by the subjects.  
(required: STP 01) 

Individual test mode 
In this setup, each subject is equipped 
with a PC containing all information 
required for the entire listening test. 
The master only specifies the basic 
con ditions and leaves it up to the sub
jects to choose the order in which the 
sounds are played, repeat individual 
sounds or sequences etc.   
(required: STP 02) 

Interactive test mode 

The interactive test can be used for 
sound presentations in discussion 
meetings. 

The leader of the test or discussion 
can interactively manage the se
quence, order, volume, equalization 
etc. on the Master PC. He can also 
provide the subjects with a selection 
of sounds for an individual test.  
(required: STP 03)

SQuare Tool Packs
 y STP 01 (Code 2421)   
Tool Pack for group tests 

 y STP 02 (Code 2422)  
Tool Pack for individual tests

 y STP 03 (Code 2423)   
Tool Pack for interactive tests

System requirements   
(Master PC)

 y Windows 7 (x86 or x64):  
Professional, Enterprise, Ultimate; 
languages: US / Western 
European, Service Pack 1

 y ≥ Microsoft SQL Server 2012

 y Microsoft Access Database Engine 
2016 

 y ≥ Core2Duo processor 2 GHz

 y ≥ 2 GB (RAM)

 y Microsoft Excel

Excel and Windows are registered trademarks 
of the Microsoft Corporation; LEMO is a regis
tered trademark of the LEMO SA
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SQuare - hardware   
(not included)

The listening stations
In a listening studio all subjects are 
equipped with either the playback unit 
labP2 e.g. with the dynamic head
phone HD IV.1 for au rally accurate 
playback and tablet PC or touch
screen.

Using the playback equalizer labO2 
playback via headphones can be 
complemented by subwoofers, loud
speakers, shakers, etc. in the low
frequency range.

Hardware components
 y labP2 (Code 3732)  
Binaural headphone equalizer

 y Power supply     
24 V, 60 W, LEMO 4pin 

 y HD IV.1 (Code 2380)  
Dynamic headphone for labP2

 y CLX X.1 (Code 37971)  
AES/EBU adapter, 1 m (39.4”) 

 y CXX II.3 (Code 51773)  
Cable AES/EBU XLR 3pin,  
male ↔ XLR 3pin, female

 y labO2 (Code 3731)  
2channel playback equalizer with 
Line outputs

 y labO2V1 (Code 3731V1) 
2channel playback equalizer with 
Line outputs, headphone connector

 y labP2V1 (Code 3732V1)  
Binaural headphone equalizer

 y HPL (Code 2968) 
2 x High Precision Loudspeaker

 y HSW I (Code 2950)  
HEAD subwoofer

 y labOA (Code 3785)  
Optical/electrical adaptor

 y Fiber optics patch cable (for labOA)
For uptodate information about 
other hardware components 
recommended by HEAD acoustics 
(e.g. tablet PC, note book, SoundCar), 
please contact your sales engineer at 
HEAD acoustics.

Listening tests in the SoundCar 
or in the SoundSeat from 
HEAD acoustics
SoundCar and SoundSeat are real 
car bodies with a builtin sound and 
vibration playback system, which im
merses the subject in a very realistic 
driving situation. In addition to the 
acoustic signals the subject perceives 
through a headphone, the matching 
vibrations can be created by shakers 
connected to the seat and the steering 
wheel (4channel playback). 

Example of a hardware configuration in a listening studio. 

Thanks to the fourchannel playback of SQuare, listening tests can be easily conducted in the 
SoundCar from HEAD acoustics and thus in an extremely realistic environment.

Using SQuare, listening tests can be quickly and easily performed in the SoundSeat from HEAD 
acoustics.
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